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In this paper, we will study the topological structure of the AFS structures
published by the author; discuss the topological molecular lattice structures on EI,
*EI, EII, *EII algebras published by the author; and give the relations of these
topological structures. As applications, we study the topological produced by a
family of fuzzy concepts in the AFS algebras and apply these to analyze relations
among fuzzy concepts. Using these, we believe that we can study the law of human
thinking. The most important fact is that all these can be operated by computers.
We are also sure AFS theory will play an important role in information processing.
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1. TOPOLOGY ON *EI, *EII ALGEBRAS
In this section, we discuss the topological structure of AFS structure on
*EI, *EII algebras. We know that for any sets X and M there are two
 w x.kinds of AFS algebras, which are EI, *EI, EII, *EII algebras refer to 10 .
Although they have similar algebra structures, their topological structures
are different. First, we consider the topological structure on *EI, *EII
algebras, which, for any a, b g EM or EXM a k b s a) b and a n b s
a q b.
 .DEFINITION 1.1. Let X and M be sets, and M, t , X be an AFS
structure. h : EM the *EI algebra over M, h is called a closed topology
 w x.  .refer to 11 if f, M g h and h is closed under finite unions k or * and
 .arbitrary intersections n or q . h is called a topological molecular lattice
 .  .on *EI algebra over M of AFS structure M, t , X , denoted as EM, h .
 .DEFINITION 1.2. Let X and M be sets, and M, t , X be an AFS
structure. h is a topological molecular lattice on *EI algebra over M of
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 .AFS structure M, t , X . For any x g X,  A g EM, and  A g h,ig I i ig I i
we define
N x s y ¬ t x , y G A . .  .  A i 5ig I i
igI
This is called the neighborhood of x inducing by  A g h.ig I i
N x s N x A g h .  . h  A i 5ig I i
igI
is called the neighborhood of x inducing by h.
 .PROPOSITION 1.1. Let X and M be sets and M, t , X be a strong relati¨ e
AFS structure. h is a topological molecular lattice on *EI algebra o¨er M of
 .AFS structure M, t , X . For any  A ,  B g h, and x g X, theig I i ig J i
following hold:
 .  .  .1 if A G B , then N x : N x i i  A  Big I i i g J i
igI igJ
 .  .  .  .2 N x l N x s N x A  B  A ) Big I i i g J i i g I i ig J i
 .  .  .  .3 N x j N x s N x . A  B  A q Big I i i g J i i g I i i g J i
 .  .Proof. 1 Suppose y g N x . There exists A , k g I such that A kig I i
 .t x, y = A . On the other hand, since  A G  B , hence therek ig I i ig J i
 .  .exists B , j g J such that t x, y = A = B . This implies y g N xj k j  Big J i
and
N x : N x . .  . A  Big I i i g J i
 .2 For any
y g N x l N x m y g N x and .  .  . A  B  Ai g I i ig J i i g I i
y g N x m t x , y G A and .  .  B iig J i
igI
t x , y G B m t x , y G A ) B m y g N x . .  .  .  i i i  A ) Bi g I i ig J i
igJ igI igJ
This implies
N x l N x s N x . .  .  . A  B  A ) Bi g I i ig J i i g I i ig J i
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 .3 For any
y g N x j N x m y g N x or .  .  . A  B  Aig I i ig J i ig I i
y g N x m t x , y G A or .  .  B iig J i
igI
t x , y G B m t x , y G A n B .  .  i i i
igJ igI igJ
s A q B m y g N x . . i i  A q Big I i i g J i
igI igJ
This implies
N x j N x s N x . .  .  . A  B  A q Bi g I i ig J i i g I i i g J i
 .THEOREM 1.1. Let X and M be sets, and M, t , X be a strong relati¨ e
AFS structure. h is a topological molecular lattice on *EI algebra o¨er M of
 .AFS structure M, t , X . If
B s N x x g X , A g h , .  A i 5i g I i
igI
then B is a base for some topology.
 .Proof. First, because M, t , X is a strong relative AFS structure, for
 .any x g X, t x, x s M. M is the maximal element of *EI algebra over M.
 .This implies that for any  A g h, t x, x G  A so that x gig I i ig I i
 .N x . Therefore X s D b. A b g Bi g I i
Second, suppose x g X, and U, V g B, for which x g U and V. We want
to prove there exists W g B such that x g W : U l V. By the hypothesis,
 .we know there exists  A ,  B g h such that U s N u ,ig I i ig J i  Aig I i
 .  .  .V s N ¨ and ' l g I, 'k g J, t u, x = A and t ¨ , x = B . For B l kig J i
 .  .  .  .any y g N x , i.e., t x, y = A , since AX 2, hence t u, y = t u, x lA ll
 .  .  .t x, y = A and y g U. This implies N x : U. Similarly N x : V.l A Bl k
Because
N x l N x s N x , .  .  .A B A ) Bl k l k
x g N x g B, .A ) Bl k
we have
W s N x : U l V . .A ) Bl k
Now we prove that B is a base for some topology.
 .The topological space X, T , in which B is a base for T , is called theh h
topology induced by h.
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 .THEOREM 1.2. Let X and M be sets, and M, t , X be a strong relati¨ e
AFS structure. h is a topological molecular lattice on *EI algebra o¨er M of
 .  .AFS structure M, t , X . Topological space X, T is the topology induced byh
h. If
j s a A a A g EXM , a g T , ; i g I , A g h ,  h i i i i i h i 5
igI igI igI
then j is a topological molecular lattice on *EII algebra o¨er M of AFSh
 .structure M, t , X .
Proof. For any finite integer n, let A s  a A g EXM, j sj ig I ji jij
1, 2, . . . , n. Because F a g T for any f g  I and1F jF n j f  j. h 1F jF n j
 D A g h,f g I 1F jF n j f  j.1F j F n j
A s a A g j .E  F Dj j f  j. j f  j. h
1FiFn fg I 1FjFn 1FjFn1F j F n j
 .It is obvious that j is closed under arbitrary intersection n or q .h
Therefore j is a topological molecular lattice. It is called the topologicalh
molecular lattice induced by h.
In the following, we give an example of these topological structures.
 4 EXAMPLE 1.1. Let X s x , x , . . . , x be a set of 5 persons. M s age,1 2 5
4weight, height, salary, wealth, man, women . Suppose there exists the
following table:
age weight height man woman salary wealth
x 21 50 1.69 yes no 0 0.0001
x 30 52 1.62 no yes 120 200,0002
x 27 65 1.80 yes no 100 40,0003
x 60 63 1.50 no yes 80 324,0004
x 45 54 1.71 yes no 140 486,940,0005
We get the following table of structure t
t x x x1 2 3
 4  4  4x A, M, H, We, S M, H M1
 4  4  4x A, W, We, S, Q A, W, H, We, S, Q A, W, S, Q2
 4  4  4x A, M, H, We, S, Q M, H, We A, M, H, We, S, Q3
 4  4  4x A, W, We, Q A, W, We, Q A, W, Q4
 4  4  4x A, M, S, Q A, M, H, We, S, Q A, M, S, Q5
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t x x4 5
 4  4x M, H M1
 4  4x W, H, S W2
 4  4x M, H, We, S M, H, We3
 4  4x A, W, We, H, S, Q A, W, We4
 4  4x M, H, S, Q A, M, H, S, We, Q5
A, age; M, man; W, woman; H, height; We, weight; S,
salary; Q, wealth. We can verify that t satisfies AX1 and
 .AX 2 and M, t , X is an AFS structure.
We consider the relations among age, height, and weight. Let h be the
 4  4  4topological molecular lattice generated by A , H , and We , which are
 4elements in *EI algebra over M, i.e., h consists of B, A, M, W, H, We, S, Q
and the following:
 4  4  4A q H q We ,
 4  4  4  4  4  4A q H , A q We , H q We
 4  4  4A , H , We ,
 4  4  4A, H q A, We q We, H ,
 4  4  4  4  4  4A, H q A, We , A, H q We, H , A, We q We, H ,
 4  4  4A, H , A, We , We, H ,
 4  4  4  4  4  4A q We, H , H q A, We , We q A, H ,
 4A, H, We .
 4Now we consider the base of the topology T for x , x , x , x , x :h 1 2 3 4 5
 .  4N x s x , x , x A4qH 4qW e4 1 1 2 4
 .  4  .  4N x s x , x , x , N x s x , A4qH 4 1 1 2 4  A4qW e4 1 1
 .  4N x s x , x , xH 4qW e4 1 1 2 4
 .  4  .  4  .  4N x s x , N x s x , x , x , N x s x A4 1 1 H 4 1 1 2 4 W e4 1 1
 .  4N x s x A, H 4q A, W e4qW e, H 4 1 1
 .  4  .  4N x s x , N x s x , A, H 4q A, W e4 1 1  A, H 4qW e, H 4 1 1
 .  4N x s x A, W e4qW e, H 4 1 1
 .  4  .  4  .  4N x s x , N x s x , N x s x A, H 4 1 1  A, W e4 1 1 W e, H 4 1 1
 .  4  .  4N x s x , N x s x , x , x , A4qW e, H 4 1 1 H 4q A, W e4 1 1 2 4
 .  4N x s xW e4q A, H 4 1 1
 .  4N x s x . A, H , W e4 1 1
Therefore the neighborhoods of x induced by h is1
 4  4N x s x , x , x , x . 4 .h 1 1 2 4 1
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Similarly, we get the neighborhoods of x induced by h2
 4  4  4N x s x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , .h 2 1 2 3 4 1 2 4 1 2 3
 4  4  4x , x , x , x , x ;41 2 2 4 2
the neighborhoods of x induced by h is3
 4  4N x s x , x , x , x , x , x , x ; 4 .h 3 1 2 3 4 5 1 3
the neighborhoods of x induced by h is4
 4  4  4N x s x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x ; 4 .h 4 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 4 5 4
the neighborhoods of x induced by h is5
 4  4  4  4N x s x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x . 4 .h 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 5 2 4 5 2 5
In the following, we discuss the real meaning of the neighborhoods of xi
induced by h. First, from above, we know x , x , x are discrete points for1 2 4
the topology T . Coincidentally, they are the minimal points of conceptsh
 4  4  4  .A , H , We , respectively. For any i, we can prove that for any a g N x ,h i
x g a « x g a. This implies that the degree of x belongs to some5 2 5
 4  .concept which is always larger than that of x . x f x , x g N x , x2 5 1 3 h 3 3
 4  .f x , x g N x , i.e., the separation property of topology T . This2 5 h 5 h
implies that there exist two fuzzy concepts a, b g h such that x , x can be5 3
discriminated by fuzzy concept a, b. We should notice that the above
computing process can be done by computer.
 .THEOREM 1.3. Let X and M be sets, and M, t , X be a strong relati¨ e
 .AFS structure. h is a topological molecular of AFS structure M, t , X .
 .Topological space X, T is the topology induced by h. j is the topologicalh h
molecular lattice induced by h. s is the Borel set corresponding to topological
 .  .space X, T and M, t , X, s , m is a semi-cogniti¨ e field; thenh
 .1 If  A g h and  B G  A «  B g h, thenig I i jg J j ig I i jg J j
 C is a measurable concept under s , for any  C g h.igU i igU i
 .2  A g h, I is any indexing set, D is a directed set, S: D ª X, Sig I i
is con¨erged to a g X under T . S9: D ª EXM is defined as follows: for anyh
 .   ..  .d g D, S9 d s  A s d A , then S9 is con¨erged to  A a A gig I i i ig I i i
EXM under j .h
 .Proof. 1 For any  A g h, x g X, since A G  A , henceig I i i ig I i
 .  .  .A g h and A x s N x g T « N x g s , ; i g I. Thereforei i Ai h Ai
 A is a measurable concept under s .ig I i
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 .  .2 Suppose  A a A g  p P , p P g h. This impliesig I i i jg J j j jg J j j
 .that there exists p P such that ; i g I, either A a W p or p W A .l l i l l i
First, we suppose ;k g I, P W A . This implies for any d g D,l k
A S d A g p P . . . i i j j
igI jgJ
 .  .Second, there exists k g I such that A a W p . Since a g A a g sk l k
and S is converged to a g X under T , hence there exists N g D suchh
 .  .   ..that for any n g D, n G N, S n g A a W p . For any y g A S n , i.e.,k l k
  . .  .  .   ..t S n , y = A . Since S n g A a , i.e., t a, S n = A and t is an AFSk k k
 .   ..   . .  .  .structure, hence t a, y = t a, S n l t S n , y « y g A a « A ak k
  ..  .   ...= A S n . Since A a W p , hence A S n W p . This implies that fork i l i l
 .any  p P g h and  A a A g  p P , there exists N g Djg J j j ig I i i j g J j j
  ..such that for any n g D, n G N, A S n A g  p P . Thereforeig I i i jg J j j
 .S9 is converged to  A a A g EXM under j .ig I i i h
2. TOPOLOGY ON EI, EII ALGEBRAS
In this section, we discuss the topological structure of AFS structure on
EI, EII algebras. We consider the topological structure on EI, EII
algebras, which, for any a, b g EM or EXM, a k b s a q b and a n b s
a) b.
 .DEFINITION 2.1. Let X and M be sets, and M, t , X be an AFS
structure, h : EM the EI algebra over M, h is called a closed topology if
 .f, M g h, and h is closed under finite unions k or q and arbitrary
 .intersections n or ) . h is called a topological molecular on EI algebra
 .  .over M of AFS structure M, t , X denoted as EM, h .
 .DEFINITION 2.2. Let X and M be sets, and M, t , X be an AFS
structure. h is a topological molecular lattice on EI algebra over M of
 .AFS structure M, t , X . For any x g X, A g EM, and  A g h,ig I i ig I i
 .   . 4we define N x s y N t y, x F  A . It is called the neighbor- A ig I iig I i
 .   . 4hood of x inducing by  A g h. N x s N x N  A g hig I i h  A ig I ii g I i
is called the neighborhood of x inducing by h.
 .PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X and M be sets, and M, t , X be a strong relati¨ e
AFS structure. h is a topological molecular lattice on EI algebra o¨er M of
 .AFS structure M, t , X . For any  A , B g h, and x g X, theig I i ig J i
following hold:
 .  .  .1 if  A G  B , then N x = N xig I i ig J i  A  Big I i i g J i
 .  .  .  .2 N x l N x s N x A  B  A ) Big I i i g J i i g I i ig J i
 .  .  .  .3 N x j N x s N x A  B  A q Big I i i g J i i g I i i g J i
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 .  .Proof. 1 Suppose y g N x . This implies that 'k g J, B : B kig J i
 .t y, x . On the other hand, since  A G  B , hence for B , thereig I i ig J i k
 .  .exists A , l g I, such that A : B : t y, x . This implies y g N xl l k  Aig I i
 .  .and N x = N x . A  Bi g I i i g J i
 .2 For any
y g N x l N x m y g N x and .  .  . A  B  Ai g I i ig J i i g I i
y g N x m t y , x F A and .  .  B iig J i
igI
t y , x F B m t y , x G A ) B .  .  i i i
igJ igI igJ
s A n B m y g N x . i i  A ) Big I i ig J i
igI igJ
This implies
N x l N x s N x . .  .  . A  B  A ) Bi g I i ig J i i g I i ig J i
 .3 For any
y g N x j N x m y g N x or .  .  . A  B  Ai g I i ig J i i g I i
y g N x m t y , x F A or .  . .  B iig J i
igI
t y , x F B m t y , x F A k B .  .  i i i
igJ igI igJ
s A q B m y g N x . . i i  A ) Big I i ig J i
igI igJ
This implies
N x j N x s N x . .  .  . A  B  A q Bi g I i ig J i i g I i i g J i
 .THEOREM 2.1. Let X and M be sets, and M, t , X be a strong relati¨ e
 .AFS structure. h is a topological molecular lattice of AFS structure M, t , X .
  . 4If B s N x ¬ x g X, A g h , then B is a base for some A ig I iig I i
topology.
 .Proof. First, because M, t , X be a strong relative AFS structure, for
 .any x g X, t x, x s M. M is the maximal element of EI algebra over M.
 .This implies that for any  A g h, t x, x F  A so that x gig I i ig I i
 .N x . Therefore X s D b. A b g Bi g I i
Second, suppose x g X, and U, V g B, for which x g U and V. We want
to prove that there exists W g B such that x g W : U l V. By the
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hypothesis, we know there exists  A , B g h such that U sig I i ig J i
 .  .  .  .N u , V s N ¨ and ' l g I, 'k g J, t u, x = A and t ¨ , x = A  B li g I i ig J i
 .  .  .B . For any y g N x , i.e., t x, y = A , since AX 2, hence t u, y =k A ll
 .  .  .t u, x l t x, y = A and y g U. This implies N x : U. Similarlyl A l
 .N x : V.Bk
Because
N x l N x s N x , .  .  .A B A ) Bl k l k
x g N x g B, .A ) Bl k
we have
W s N x : U l V . .A ) Bl k
Now we prove that B is a base for some topology.
 .The topological space X, T , in which B is a base for T , is called theh h
topology induced by h.
 .THEOREM 2.2. Let X and M be sets, and M, t , X be a strong relati¨ e
AFS structure. h is a topological molecular lattice on EI algebra o¨er M of
 .  .AFS structure M, t , X . Topological space X, T is the topology induced byh
h. If
j s a A a A g EXM , a g T , ; i g I , A g h ,  h i i i i i h i 5
igI igI igI
and X is a finite set, then j is a topological molecular lattice on EII algebrah
 .o¨er M of AFS structure M, t , X .
 .Proof. It is obvious that h is closed under finite unions k or q and
 .arbitrary intersections n or ) . Therefore j is a topological molecularh
lattice. It is called the topological molecular lattice induced by h.
For any infinite indexing set J, let A s  a A g EXM, j g Jj ig I ji jij
because F a g T can not always hold, h is not closed underjg J j f  j. h
 .arbitrary intersections n or ) . Therefore X in Theorem 2.2 must be
finite set.
In the following, we continue to discuss Example 1.1 using this topologi-
cal structure. If we consider the relations among age, height, and weight.
 4  4  4Let h be the topological molecular lattice generated by A , H and We ,
 4which are elements in EI algebra over M, i.e., B, A, M, W, H, We, S, Q
g h and the following:
 4  4  4A q H q We
 4  4  4  4  4  4A q H , A q We , H q We
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 4  4  4A , H , We
 4  4  4A, H q A, We q We, H
 4  4  4  4  4  4A, H q A, We , A, H q We, H , A, We q We, H
 4  4  4A, H , A, We , W, H
 4  4  4  4  4  4A q We, H , H q A, We , We q A, H
 4A, H, We .
 4Let us consider the base of the topology T for x , x , x , x , x .h 1 2 3 4 5
Therefore the neighborhoods of x , x , x , x , x induced by h are1 2 3 4 5
 .  4  4  4  44N x s x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x x ;h 1 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 1 3 5 1 3
 .  4  4  4N x s x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x ,h 2 1 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4
 4  4  44x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x ;2 4 5 2 3 5 2 5
 .  4  44N x s x , x , x , x , x ;h 3 2 3 4 5 3
 .  4  4  44N x s x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x ;h 4 1 2 3 4 5 3 4 4
 .  4  4  4  4  44N x s x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x .h 5 1 2 3 4 5 3 4 5 4 5 3 5 5
In the following, we discuss the real meaning of the neighborhoods of xi
induced by h. First, from above, we know x , x , x are discrete points for3 4 5
the topology T . Coincidentally, they are the maximal points of conceptsh
 4  4  4  .A , H , We , respectively. For any i, we can prove that for any a g N x ,h 1
x g a « x g a. This implies that the degree of x belongs to some1 3 3
 4  .concept which is always larger than that of x . x f x , x g N x , x1 2 1 3 h 1 1
 4  .f x , x g N x , i.e., the separation property of topology T . This2 5 h 5 h
implies that there exist two fuzzy concepts a, b g h such that x , x can2 1
be discriminated by fuzzy concept a, b. We should notice that the above
computing process can be done by computer.
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